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Dermatopathology: Expert Consult - Online And Print, 2e
With a unique combination of targeted online lectures, vast online image collections, and an easy-to-follow supporting atlas, Dr. Elstonâ€™s highly acclaimed "dermatopathology made easier" approach presents a unique way to master the foundations of this complex dermatology sub-specialty, guiding you through the diagnosis of the most important and common dermatologic pathology findings seen in practice. Effortlessly find all the information you need to know about each topic thanks to a highly user-friendly full-color format and a consistent chapter template. Recognize the presentation of most major dermatopathology lesions through abundant high-resolution histopathology examples, with labels and pointers highlighting key aspects of each slide and providing additional clarity. Access the full text and more online at expertconsult.com, including 26 virtual lectures by Dr. Elston, clinical and dermatopathology image atlases, and a virtual slide library. Easily focus on the most important "takeaways" and "must-knows" for each topic through the use of color key points, differential diagnosis, and pearls.
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**Customer Reviews**

This book redefines the standard for basic level dermatopathology textbooks. This second edition is larger than the first and hence the images are better portrayed. The powerpoint lectures are all new and run flawlessly. They really add so much more to the text and static images in the book. There are many more images presented online, all easily downloadable to add to any dermpath presentation you might be making. The images in the book are all annotated and the text is
presented in the main as bullet points which facilitates learning at a junior level but makes a discussion of contentious areas more difficult. Nonetheless you wont regret having this book in your collection.

This is a pretty amazing book. Some of us are totally illiterate and/or have little time to read. This is one of the most readable books I've encountered during my pathology residency. It’s awesome for those of us who want a brief overview and develop basic but through knowledge of derm path. Good images and text not so concise that you won’t understand anything but just with the right amount of detail.

Love this book. A lot of pictures and some very short "to the point" descriptions. It is great for beginners or quick review, but if you want something more comprehensive, this is not the book for you.

Excellent summary of the essentials of Dermatopathology. The photomicrographs are excellent, and the powerpoint lectures are an added bonus. Highly recommend for anyone signing out skin biopsies.

Good concise textbook, and easier to read through than Weedon's pathology.
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